
BY THE GLASS

BANZAI ! $6.95

Cold Sake and Umeshu over ice served in traditional square 
Japanese cocktail boxes.

SHOCHU EMMA $8.50

A distilled beverage often referred to as Japanese whiskey. This 
sweet potato alcohol has a nutty, earthy flavour that is bracing 
and strong.

UMESHU - GEKKEIKAN $6.95

Japanese plum wine. Sweet, lightly acidic and delicious. Plum 
Gekkeikan is made with the choicest plums from the world-re-
nowned orchard in Wakayama in central Japan. To start or end 
your meal.

YAMAHAI PLUM SAKE  2 oz $8.50 gls

Naturally infused with ume plum flavour for 6 months, this sake 
has a substantial amount of sweetness and acidity.  Best 
enjoyed on the rocks, some preferring it with a splash of soda.

日本酒 JAPANESE LIQUOR

incredible balance of delicious aroma and full body

DASSAI "23" JUNMAI DAI-GINJO 300 mL  $120.00 

graceful and elegant, well balanced

DASSAI "45" JUNMAI DAI-GINJO 300 mL  $50.00 720 mL  $110.00 

HAKKAI SAN JUNMAI GINJO 
crisp clean, note of melon and delightfully dry

720 mL  $115.00

smooth / herbal / honeydew

GOKUJO YOSHINOGAWA PREMIUM GINJO 720 mL  $89.00 

bone dry / big body / clean finish

KARAKUCHI JUNMAI GINJO 720 mL  $85.00 1.8 ltr  $180.00

caramel / light / clean
GOLD OMACHI DAIGINJO JUNMAI 300 mL  $48.00 

YOSHINOGAWA PREMIUM JUNMAI 
rice body / clean finish

300 mL  $36.00 

GINKARA GINJO 
very dry / crisp / clean finish

300 mL  $30.00 

fresh / floral / cedar
WINDWATER MAN JUNMAI 300 mL  $34.00 720 mL  $68.00 

HAKUTSURU JUNMAI GINJO
dry / light / crisp

300 mL  $25.00 

NIGORI UNFILTERED SAKE
sweet / creamy / vanilla

300 mL  $22.00 

SAYURI NIGORI SAKE
sweet / creamy / vanilla

300 mL  $24.00 

warm / cocoa / full
KOZAEMON JUNMAI 720 mL  $65.00 1.8 ltr  $130.00

JAPANESE WHISKY

AKASHI WHITE OAK 
One of the oldest and smallest distilleries in Japan (near Kobe)
This blended whisky is aged in ex-bourbon casks to enhance 
the malty, leathery, smoky notes you’d expect from bourbon.  
White Oak refers to their headquater location.

NIKKA FROM THE BARREL        

Considered one of the best whiskys from japan.  It is full-
bodied and punchy.  This blended whisky has notes of winter 
spices and toffee.  Recommended with a splash of water to 
calm the bold flavours and bring out the subtle caramel taste.

SUNTORY WHISKY TOKI        

Bill Murray’s favourite whisky - from his commercials in Lost in 
Translation.  Japan’s #1 selling whisky - popular in mixed drinks or 
straight, this silky whisky has subtle sweetness and spice finish.

$18.00 single      $34.00 double

$12.00 single      $22.00 double

$18.00 single      $34.00 double


